Hydrogen bonding versus stacking stabilization by modified nucleobases incorporated in PNA.DNA duplexes.
The effects of incorporation of the modified nucleobases, 2,6-diaminopurine (D) (substituting for adenine) and 7-chloro-1,8-naphthyridin-2-(1H)-one (bicyclic thymine, bT) (substituting for thymine), that stabilize PNA.DNA duplex formation by increasing hydrogen bonding and/or base pair stacking interactions have been studied by thermal denaturation in terms of thermodynamics. Although the stabilizing effect of the bT base (in contrast to that of D base) is abolished upon addition of dimethyl formamide, thereby indicating that the stabilization is predominantly due to hydrophobic stacking forces, duplex stabilization was found to be enthalpic for both nucleobases. Increased stabilization (although not fully linearly) was observed with increasing numbers of modified bases, and single base sequence discrimination was only slightly compromised, but showed significant dependence on the sequence context.